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1 Introduction

This is a proposal to encode the Multani script in the Universal Character Set (UCS). The script has been
discussed previously in the following documents:

• N3766 L2/10-011 “A Roadmap for Scripts of the Landa Family”
• N3768 L2/10-013R “Preliminary Proposal to Encode the Landa Script in ISO/IEC 10646”
• N4027 L2/11-124 “Preliminary Proposal to Encode the Multani Script in ISO/IEC 10646”

In N3768, it was suggested thatMultani be unified with Landa, which is not yet encoded. Additional research
has indicated that Multani is sufficiently distinct from basic Landa and other related scripts and should be
encoded independently in the UCS. Furthermore, Multani is one of four Landa scripts whose usage was
extended beyond the mercantile domain and formalized for literary activity and printing; the others being
Gurmukhi, Khojki, and Khudawadi. Although Multani is now obsolete, it is a historical script in which
written and printed records exist.

2 Background

The Multani script was used for writing Seraiki (ISO 639-3: skr), an Indo-Aryan language of the Lahnda
macrofamily that is spoken in the Multan region of Punjab and in northern Sindh. Seraiki is also known as
Lahnda, Multani, Ochiki Punjabi, Southern Lahnda, and Wuch. The script is based upon the Landa model,
but possesses additional letters for implosive consonants that are not used in the Landa scripts of Punjab,
but which exist in those of Sindh, such as Khudawadi and Khojki (see comparison in tables 3 and 4). The
Multani script is also referred to as Karikki and Sarai.

The script was used for routine writing and commercial activities. In the early 19th century it was adapted
for literary usage when the Baptist Missionary Press produced metal fonts for the script in order to print
Christian literature (see figures 4 and 6). The first book printed in the Multani script was the New Testament
(1819). In the latter half of the 19th century, the British adminstration introduced the Arabic script as the
standard for the languages of Sindh, which led to the demise of the Landa script of the region. The Multani
script is no longer used and Seraiki is now written using an extension of the Arabic script.
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Two different script styles of Multani are attested over the period 1819–1916. Table 1 shows four specimens
of Multani, two of which are derived from printed works and the remaining are hand-written forms. It is
evident that the printed works were produced using two different fonts, which are quite similar. The first
font was produced by the Baptist Mission Press in Serampore, Bengal (column  in table 1). The second font
appears in an English containing specimens of Christian texts printed in various languages and in Austrian
books on typography. It appears to be based upon the Serampore font, although its provenance is unknown
(likely developed in Europe). Specimens of the two hand-written forms were published in the Journal of the
Asiatic Society of Bengal (JASB) and in the Linguistic Survey of India (LSI); the scribes are anonymous. The
hand-written forms are quite different. The specimen from JASB aligns with the Serampore font in terms of
character repertoire and glyph shapes. The LSI specimen is different from the other three. Information on
the source of the specimen is unavailable.

3 Principles of the Encoding

There is no standard form of the Multani script. For this reason, the proposed character repertoire provides
an idealized form of the script, which contains a superset of characters that are distinctly attested in different
styles of the script. The proposed encoding for Multani is intended to serve as a unifying block for all styles
varieties of the script. Variant forms are to be managed through fonts.

The script was affected by various orthographic changes by the first quarter of the 20th century. As is
illustrated by a comparison of a specimen from 1837 (figure 2) and 1919 (figure 3), the greatest change
was the modification of the character repertoire, such that a single letter was used for writing more than
one sound. This practice is most apparent in the representation of aspirated forms of consonants using the
letter for the unaspirated counterparts and the writing of implosive forms using letters for unaspirated stop
consonants (see section 4.3.1). Space is reserved in the code chart for some nasal, aspirated, and implosive
letters.

The proposed glyph shapes are based upon printed forms from the Christian New Testament published at
Serampore in 1819, with additions from hand-written documents for characters unattested in print.

4 Script Details

4.1 Structure

AlthoughMultani is based upon the Brahmi model, it is closer in structure to an abjad than an alphasyllabary.
There is no . There are four independent vowel letters and no dependent vowel signs. Vowels
are generally not written unless they occur in isolation, in word-initial position, or in the final position of
monosyllabic words. Consonants theoretically possess the inherent vowel /a/, but as vowels are not explicitly
marked, the actual syllabic value of a consonant in running text is ambiguous and must be inferred from
context. Consonant clusters are written using independent letters; there are no conjuncts.

4.2 Vowels

There are 4 vowel letters:

𑊀  𑊁  𑊂  𑊃 
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4.2.1 Notes on Vowels

1. 𑊀  This letter is used for representing both /a/ and /aː/ and in some sources for /e/ and /æ/.

2. 𑊁  This letter is used for representing /i/ and /iː/. It is also commonly used for writing the semi-vowel
/j/ in place of the consonant letter 𑊡 .

3. 𑊂  This letter is used for representing /u/ and /uː/, as well as /o/.

4. 𑊃  This letter is used for representing /e/ and /æ/ in some sources, as well as /o/.

4.3 Consonants

There are 33 consonant letters:

𑊄 

𑊅 

𑊆 

𑊈 

𑊊 

𑊋 

𑊌 

𑊍 

𑊏 

𑊐 

𑊑 

𑊒 

𑊔 

𑊕 

𑊖 

𑊗 

𑊘 

𑊓 

𑊙 

𑊚 

𑊛 

𑊜 

𑊝 

𑊟 

𑊠 

𑊡 

𑊢 

𑊣 

𑊤 

𑊥 

𑊦 

𑊧 

𑊨 

4.3.1 Notes on Consonants

1. 𑊊  Shown in figure 3 as used for writing both /tʃ/ and /tʃʰ/, while in figure 7, the two are distin-
guished. The glyphic variant 𑊊 is attested.

2. 𑊋  This letter has the glyphic variant 𑊋.

3. 𑊌  This letter generally represents /dʒ/, but some sources show it for also writing /dʒʰ/.

4. 𑊏  This letter appears in written sources (figures 2 and 3), but is unattested in print. It has the
variant shape𑊏.

5. 𑊐  This letter represents /ʈ/, but in some cases it is also used for writing /ʈʰ/.

6. 𑊓  This letter is historically used for writing the alveolar implosive /ɗ/, but it is also shown in
some sources as being used for representing the cluster /tra/. It has the glyphic variant 𑊓.

7. 𑊔  This letter historically represents /ɖʱ/. However, the glyphic variant 𑊙 is shown in figures
7 and 8 as being used for writing /dʱ/, which has the distinct letter 𑊙. The glyph 𑊔 is normative for
 as it corresponds to characters in related scripts, eg. 𑋋 +112CB   ,
𑈗 +11217   , ਢ +0A22   , etc.
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8. 𑊗  This letter has two distinct glyphic representations: 𑊗 and 𑊗. The former is found in written
(figure 2) and printed sources (figure 4). The shape 𑊗 occurs in a chart from the Linguistic Survey of
India (figure 3) and corresponds to ਥ +0A25   . The form 𑊗 is taken as the
representation form because it is the most commonly occuring form of the letter. It is evident that the
metal type for  is based upon this form.

9. 𑊙  This letter is shown in figure 3 as representing /d/ and /dʱ/. However, other sources show 𑊘
 as being used for /dʱ/ and /d/. As shown in the glyph comparison in table 1, it is clear that the most
commonly used letter for /d/ is 𑊘, as is proposed here. Although the distinction between /d/ and /dʱ/
may not be retained in writing in some sources, it is evident that the letter 𑊙 is historically assigned to
/dʱ/, which corresponds to characters in related scripts, eg. ਧ +0A27    and
𑆣 +111A3   .

10. 𑊡  This letter is unattested in written sources, but it is found in printed sources. Generally, the
vowel letter 𑊁  is used in place of .

11. 𑊣  This letter has the variant glyph𑊣, which is a simplification of the more ‘ornate’𑊣.

12. 𑊨  This letter represents /ɽʱ/. In figure 3, the sound is written as 𑊦𑊢. This is not an atomic letter,
but a sequence of 𑊦  and 𑊢  that represents the metathesis of /ɽʱ/ as /hr/.

13. 𑊥  This letter is used for writing both /s/ and /ʃ/. Presumably, it would also be used for representing
the retroflex /ʂ/.

4.3.2 Characters Not Proposed

1. *, * The velar implosive /ɠ/ and the bilabial implosive /ɓ/ are phonemic in Seraiki, however
the available sources in the Multani script indicate that these sound are represented using the letters
for the unaspirated stops of the same class, ie. 𑊆  and 𑊝, respective. This may be the result of
simplification of the character repertoire. However, distinct letters for the palatal implosive /ʄ/ and
alveolar implosive /ɗ/ do exist: 𑊍  and 𑊓 , respectively. Although letters for implosive
consonants are not found in Punjabi Landa scripts besides Multani, they are found in those of Sindh.
Given the attestation of two implosive letters, it is possible that historical records may show a complete
set of the letters. For this reason, space is reserved for the potential inclusion of * and *.

2. * Although distinct letters exist for the class nasals  (/ɲ/),  (/ɳ/),  (/n/), and  (/m/),
there is no attested letter for /ŋ/. Space has been reserved for * in case the letter is attested.

3. * Figure 11 shows the letter 𑊌 used for writing ja and jha. This form of  differs slightly from
those attested in other sources, eg. 𑊌,𑊌, 𑊌 (see table 1. However, the same figure shows the use
of a single letter for writing pairs of aspirated and unaspirated sounds, eg. 𑊊 for both ca and cha. The
use of 𑊌  for writing both ja and jha arises from this practice. Nevertheless, it is possible that a
distinct letter for jha exists in a style of Multani. For this reason, space has been reserved for * in
the block.

4.4 Digits

There is a full set of decimal digits: , , , , , , , , ,  (see figure 4). These are nearly
identical to Gurmukhi digits (੦, ੧, ੨, ੩, ੪, ੫, ੬, ੭, ੮, ੯). The primary difference between the two sets is
that the Multani digits 6 and 7 more closely resemble Devanagari ६  and ७  than the corresponding
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Gurmukhi digits. Therefore, instead of encoding Multani digits separately it is appropriate to unify them
with those of Gurmukhi (see Section 5.4).

4.5 Punctuation

The 𑊩   is used for indicating the end of a sentence. It occurs in figure 3 as the form , which
is a glyphic variant.

4.6 Collation

The collating order for Multani is as follows:

𑊀  < 𑊁  < 𑊂  < 𑊃  < 𑊥  < 𑊦  < 𑊄  < 𑊅  < 𑊆  <

𑊈  < 𑊊  < 𑊋  < 𑊌  < 𑊍  < 𑊏  < 𑊐  < 𑊑  <

𑊒  < 𑊔  < 𑊕  < 𑊖  < 𑊗  < 𑊘  < 𑊓  < 𑊙  <

𑊚  < 𑊛  < 𑊜  < 𑊝  < 𑊟  < 𑊠  < 𑊡  < 𑊢  < 𑊣  <

𑊤  < 𑊧  < 𑊨 

5 Character Data

5.1 Character Properties

11280;MULTANI LETTER A;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11281;MULTANI LETTER I;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11282;MULTANI LETTER U;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11283;MULTANI LETTER E;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11284;MULTANI LETTER KA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11285;MULTANI LETTER KHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11286;MULTANI LETTER GA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11287;<reserved>
11288;MULTANI LETTER GHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11289;<reserved>
1128A;MULTANI LETTER CA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1128B;MULTANI LETTER CHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1128C;MULTANI LETTER JA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1128D;MULTANI LETTER JJA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1128E;<reserved>
1128F;MULTANI LETTER NYA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11290;MULTANI LETTER TTA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11291;MULTANI LETTER TTHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11292;MULTANI LETTER DDA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11293;MULTANI LETTER DDDA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11294;MULTANI LETTER DDHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11295;MULTANI LETTER NNA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11296;MULTANI LETTER TA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11297;MULTANI LETTER THA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11298;MULTANI LETTER DA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11299;MULTANI LETTER DHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1129A;MULTANI LETTER NA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1129B;MULTANI LETTER PA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1129C;MULTANI LETTER PHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1129D;MULTANI LETTER BA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
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1129E;<reserved>
1129F;MULTANI LETTER BHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
112A0;MULTANI LETTER MA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
112A1;MULTANI LETTER YA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
112A2;MULTANI LETTER RA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
112A3;MULTANI LETTER LA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
112A4;MULTANI LETTER VA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
112A5;MULTANI LETTER SA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
112A6;MULTANI LETTER HA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
112A7;MULTANI LETTER RRA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
112A8;MULTANI LETTER RHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
112A9;MULTANI SECTION MARK;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;

5.2 Linebreaking

Linebreaking properties given in the data format of LineBreak.txt:

11280..112A8; AL # LETTER A .. LETTER RHA
112A9; BA # SECTION MARK

5.3 Syllabic Categories

Syllabic categories given in the data format of IndicSyllabicCategory.txt:

# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Vowel_Independent
11280..11283 ; Vowel_Independent # Lo [4] LETTER A .. LETTER E

# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Consonant
11284..112A8 ; Consonant # Lo [32] LETTER KA .. LETTER RHA

5.4 Script Extensions

Multani digits are nearly the same as Gurmukhi digits and should be unified with them. This information is
to be added to ScriptExtensions.txt. The data below uses ’Mult’ as the code for Multani.

# Script_Extensions=Guru Mult

0A66..0A6F ; Guru Mult # Nd [10] GURMUKHI DIGIT ZERO..GURMUKHI DIGIT NINE

# Total code points: 10

5.5 ‘Confusable’ Characters

11293 MULTANI LETTER DDDA ; 11216 KHUDAWADI LETTER DDA
112A9 MULTANI SECTION MARK ; 002C COMMA
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Vowels
11280 𑊀 MULTANI LETTER A
11281 𑊁 MULTANI LETTER I
11282 𑊂 MULTANI LETTER U
11283 𑊃 MULTANI LETTER E

Consonants
11284 𑊄 MULTANI LETTER KA
11285 𑊅 MULTANI LETTER KHA
11286 𑊆 MULTANI LETTER GA
11287 " <reserved>
11288 𑊈 MULTANI LETTER GHA
11289 " <reserved>
1128A 𑊊 MULTANI LETTER CA
1128B 𑊋 MULTANI LETTER CHA
1128C 𑊌 MULTANI LETTER JA
1128D 𑊍 MULTANI LETTER JJA
1128E " <reserved>
1128F 𑊏 MULTANI LETTER NYA
11290 𑊐 MULTANI LETTER TTA
11291 𑊑 MULTANI LETTER TTHA
11292 𑊒 MULTANI LETTER DDA
11293 𑊓 MULTANI LETTER DDDA

= tra
11294 𑊔 MULTANI LETTER DDHA
11295 𑊕 MULTANI LETTER NNA
11296 𑊖 MULTANI LETTER TA
11297 𑊗 MULTANI LETTER THA
11298 𑊘 MULTANI LETTER DA
11299 𑊙 MULTANI LETTER DHA
1129A 𑊚 MULTANI LETTER NA
1129B 𑊛 MULTANI LETTER PA
1129C 𑊜 MULTANI LETTER PHA
1129D 𑊝 MULTANI LETTER BA
1129E " <reserved>
1129F 𑊟 MULTANI LETTER BHA
112A0 𑊠 MULTANI LETTER MA
112A1 𑊡 MULTANI LETTER YA
112A2 𑊢 MULTANI LETTER RA
112A3 𑊣 MULTANI LETTER LA
112A4 𑊤 MULTANI LETTER VA
112A5 𑊥 MULTANI LETTER SA
112A6 𑊦 MULTANI LETTER HA
112A7 𑊧 MULTANI LETTER RRA
112A8 𑊨 MULTANI LETTER RHA

Punctuation
112A9 𑊩 MULTANI SECTION MARK

Printed using UniBook™
(http://www.unicode.org/unibook/)

Printed: 26-Sep-2012 1
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Figure 1: Proposed code chart and names list for Multani.
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A B C D

 𑊀 𑊀 𑊀 𑊀

 𑊁 𑊁 𑊁 𑊁

 𑊂 𑊂 𑊂 𑊂

 𑊃 — 𑊃 —

 𑊄 𑊄 𑊄 𑊄

 𑊅 𑊅 𑊅 𑊅

 𑊆 𑊆 𑊆 𑊆

 𑊈 𑊈 — 𑊈

 𑊊 𑊊 𑊊 𑊊

 𑊋 𑊋 𑊋 𑊋

 𑊌 𑊌 𑊌 𑊌

 𑊍 𑊍 — —

 — 𑊏 — 𑊏

 𑊐 𑊐 — 𑊐

 𑊑 — — —

 𑊒 𑊒 𑊒 𑊒

 𑊓 𑊓 𑊓 —

 𑊔 𑊔 — 𑊔

 𑊕 𑊕 𑊕 𑊕

A B C D

 𑊖 𑊖 𑊖 𑊖

 𑊗 𑊗 𑊗 𑊗

 𑊘 𑊘 𑊘 𑊘

 — — 𑊙 —

 𑊚 𑊚 𑊚 𑊚

 𑊛 𑊛 𑊛 𑊛

 𑊜 𑊜 𑊜 𑊜

 𑊝 𑊝 𑊝 𑊝

 𑊟 𑊟 — 𑊟

 𑊠 𑊠 𑊠 𑊠

 𑊡 — 𑊡 —

 𑊢 𑊢 𑊢 𑊢

 𑊣 𑊣 𑊣 𑊣

 𑊤 𑊤 𑊤 𑊤

 𑊥 𑊥 𑊥 𑊥

 𑊦 𑊦 𑊦 𑊦

 𑊧 𑊧 𑊧 —

 𑊨 — — 𑊦𑊢

Table 1: Comparison of Multani letterforms from () Baptist Mission Press 1819: printed; ()
Prinsep 1837: hand-written; () Bagster 1848 and Faulmann 1880a: printed; () Grierson 1919:
hand-written.
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Multani Arabic

 𑊀 ,ے ,آ اَ

 𑊁 ,ای,ی اِ

 𑊂 ,و ,او اُ

 𑊃 اے,اَے,او

 𑊄 ک

 𑊅 خ,کھ

 𑊆 گ,ڳ,ڰ

 𑊈 گھ

 𑊊 چ,چھ

 𑊋 چھ

 𑊌 ,ز ج,ڄ,جھ

 𑊍 ڄ

 𑊏 نڄ

 𑊐 ٹ,ٹھ

 𑊑 ٹھ

 𑊒 ,ڋ ڈ

 𑊓 ,ّدر ,تّر ڋ

 𑊔 ,دھ ڈھ

 𑊕 ڻ

Multani Arabic

 𑊖 ت

 𑊗 تھ

 𑊘 ,دھ د

 𑊙 دھ

 𑊚 ن

 𑊛 پ

 𑊜 پھ

 𑊝 ب,ٻ

 𑊟 بھ

 𑊠 م

 𑊡 ی

 𑊢 ,ڑ ر

 𑊣 ل

 𑊤 و

 𑊥 س,ش

 𑊦 ه

 𑊧 ڑ

 𑊨 ڑھ

Table 2: Correspondences between the Arabic script used at present for writing Seraiki and letters
of the Multani script (based upon Shackle 1983: 56, 59).
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Figure 2: Comparison of the Multani, Khudawadi, and Marwari scripts (from Prinsep 1837: 352).
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Figure 4: Excerpt from the Multani New Testament print with metal fonts (from Serampore Mis-
sionaries 1819: 1).
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Figure 5: Excerpt of printed Multani with German translation (from Faulmann 1880b: 454, 455).
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Figure 6: A few lines from theNew Testament printed inMultani (fromTheAmerican Bible Society
1938: 202.) A specimen of the text is given here in Figure 4.
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Figure 7: Table showing the Khudawadi (‘Sindhee’), Multani (‘Moultan’), and Sharada (‘Cashme-
rian’) scripts (from Bagster 1848: xliv).
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Figure 8: Description of Multani and ‘Sindhi’, showing metal fonts (from Faulmann 1880a: 121).
These types are identical to those shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 9: Arabic correspondences for the printed form of Multani used in the Serampore New
Testament (see figure 4 from 1819 (from Shackle 1983: 59).

Figure 10: Arabic correspondences for the written form of Multani that appears in a specimen in
the Linguistic Survey of India (see figure 3) from 1919 (from Shackle 1983: 56).
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Figure 11: Comparison of basic Landa with Multani (from Grierson 1919: 311)
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Figure 12: Scripts of the Sharada family (from Jensen 1969: 366). Multani is classified separately
from other ‘Landa’ scripts, ie. Khudawadi and ‘Sindhi-Schrift’.
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Multani Khudawadi Khojki Gurmukhi Devanagari

 𑊄 𑊺 𑈈 ਕ क
 𑊅 𑊻 𑈉 ਖ ख
 𑊆 𑊼 𑈊 ਗ ग
 — 𑊽 𑈋 — ॻ

 𑊈 𑊾 𑈌 ਘ घ
 𑊊 𑋀 𑈎 ਚ च
 𑊋 𑋁 𑈏 ਛ छ
 𑊌 𑋂 𑈐 ਜ ज
 𑊍 𑋃 𑈑 — ॼ

 — 𑋄 — ਝ झ
 𑊏 𑋅 𑈓 ਞ ञ
 𑊐 𑋆 𑈔 ਟ ट
 𑊑 𑋇 𑈕 ਠ ठ
 𑊒 𑋈 𑈖 ਡ ड
 𑊓 𑋉 𑈜 — ॾ

 𑊔 𑋋 𑈗 ਢ ढ
 𑊕 𑋌 𑈘 ਣ ण
 𑊖 𑋍 𑈙 ਤ त
 𑊗 𑋎 𑈚 ਥ थ

Table 3: Comparision of Multani, Khudawadi, Khojki, Gurmukhi, and Devanagari letters.
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Multani Khudawadi Khojki Gurmukhi Devanagari

 𑊘 𑋏 𑈛 ਦ द
 𑊙 𑋐 𑈝 ਧ ध
 𑊚 𑋑 𑈞 ਨ न
 𑊛 𑋒 𑈟 ਪ प
 𑊜 𑋓 𑈠 ਫ फ
 𑊝 𑋔 𑈡 ਬ ब
 — 𑋕 𑈢 — ॿ

 𑊟 𑋖 𑈣 ਭ भ
 𑊠 𑋗 𑈤 ਮ म
 𑊡 𑋘 𑈥 ਯ य
 𑊢 𑋙 𑈦 ਰ र
 𑊣 𑋚 𑈧 ਲ ल
 𑊤 𑋛 𑈨 ਵ व
 — 𑋜 — ਸ਼ श
 — — — — ष
 𑊥 𑋝 𑈩 ਸ स
 𑊦 𑋞 𑈪 ਹ ह
 — — 𑈫 ਲ਼ ळ
 𑊧 𑋊 — ੜ (ड़)
 𑊨 — — — (ढ़)

Table 4: Comparision of Multani, Khudawadi, Khojki, Gurmukhi, and Devanagari letters.
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